Abstract It is well known that neighbor discovery is a critical component of proactive routing protocols in wireless ad hoc networks. However there is no formal study on the performance of proposed neighbor discovery mechanisms. This paper provides a detailed model of key performance metrics of neighbor discovery algorithms, such as node degree and the distribution of the distance to symmetric neighbors. The model accounts for the dynamics of neighbor discovery as well as node density, mobility, radio and interference. The paper demonstrates a method for applying these models to the evaluation of global network metrics. In particular, it describes a model of network connectivity. Validation of the models shows that the degree estimate agrees, within 5% error, with simulations for the considered scenarios. The work presented in this paper serves as a basis for
Introduction
In proactive routing protocols, nodes attempt to be continuously aware of their neighbors. This local topology information is then disseminated throughout the network via topology control messages. Intuitively, we think that nodes are neighbors when they are within ''communication range.'' However, this simplified model of neighbor discovery is not valid in all scenarios. Rather, a node is only able to estimate which nodes it can communicate with. If these estimates are incorrect and nodes are unable to correctly determine their neighborhood, then topology information throughout the network will be incorrect, likely reducing the performance of the routing protocol in terms of packet deliver probability, delay, etc. Moreover, neighborhood information might be used for efficient flooding (see Williams and Camp [1] and reference therein). Again, if nodes are unable to determine good estimates of their neighborhoods, then the efficiency of flooding might suffer.
Often, the quality of neighborhood estimates can be improved by increasing the rate at which the neighborhood is probed with Hello messages. However, if the rate of Hello message generation is too high, then the Hello messages will consume much of the available bandwidth, leaving little bandwidth available for delivering data, where delivering data is the primary objective of the routing protocol. In fact, if the Hello generation rate is very large, then Hello messages will collide, resulting in low quality neighborhood estimates. Thus, one seeks to strike a balance between the overhead from Hello messages and the quality of neighborhood estimates. Achieving such a balance requires a deep understanding of the neighbor discovery process. This paper seeks to develop such an understanding by presenting a detailed performance model of neighbor discovery.
Neighborhood estimates are corrupted by two types of errors, namely Type I errors and Type II errors. A Type I error occurs when a node believes that it has a neighbor when in fact it is not able to communicate with this node, while a Type II error occurs when a node is unaware that it is able to communicate with a node. Type II errors can have a significant impact on connectivity; if two nodes are unaware that they are neighbors, the link between them will not be made known to the rest of the network. Effectively, this link is severed by the neighbor discovery protocol. Clearly, if enough links are severed, then connectivity will suffer. While flooding is outside the scope of this paper, Type I errors have a significant impact on efficient flooding. In the case of OLSR, a node will select a set of multipoint relays (MPRs) so that the union of the MPRs neighbors and the node's neighbors coincides with the node's two-hop neighborhood [2, 3] . The flooding of topology control messages is made significantly more efficient by only allowing the node's MPRs to forward a TC message transmitted by the node [4] . However, if a node has been selected to be an MPR when in fact communication with this node is not possible, then the flooding will suffer in a way that some nodes might not receive the TC message.
In summary, the performance models presented in this paper allow the evaluation of the average number of neighbors a node believes it has, the probability of Type I and Type II errors, the impact of neighbor discovery on connectivity, and link flap rate.
These are evaluated for a range of node densities, node speeds, and network utilizations (where high utilization causes losses from interference). This paper focuses on two neighbor discovery techniques, but it is straightforward to apply the methodology to other neighbor discovery schemes.
The importance of neighbor discovery is well known [5] . Hence, several neighbor discovery techniques have been developed. OLSR RFC 3626 [2] and the IETF-MANET proposed Neighborhood Discovery Protocol [3] specify two ways to detect links; this paper develops performance models for these techniques. To the best of our knowledge, the behavior of these methods has only been studied indirectly through simulations of entire OLSR protocol [4, 6, 7] . On the other hand, several performance models have made use of simple models of neighbor discovery, where it is simply assumed that as soon as a node moves in or out of range, the change of neighbor status is instantly detected [4, 8, 9] . In this case, the average number of neighbors is easily determined as qpd 2 comm where d comm is the ''communication range'' and q is the node density. Since such a model neglects the dynamics of neighbor discovery, the model does not include node speed as a parameter. Of course, one expects the quality of the neighborhood estimates to degrade when nodes travel at high speeds in comparison to the Hello generation rate. Hence, the qpd 2 comm model has limited applicability. In fact, as will be shown, even for stationary networks, qpd 2 comm provides only a rough approximation, as it does not consider the impact of intermittent packet loss. While most previous efforts have neglected the dynamics of neighbor discovery, Baras et al. [10] does model neighbor detection as a Markov chain. However, Baras et al. [10] does not consider mobility. The models developed here also use a Markov chain model; however, incorporating mobility results in a significantly different model than the one developed in Baras et al. [10] .
While this paper focuses on the neighbor discovery schemes specified in RFC 3626 [2] , the NHDP draft [3] , and the generalization of these methods developed in Baras et al. [10] , other neighbor discovery methods have been proposed. For example, the received signal strength along with packet losses is used to predict when a link will break, thereby quickly detecting when a node is no longer a neighbor [11] [12] [13] . In Kim and Shin [14] , links are detected using a number of methods including active probing with unicast transmissions and passive probing (i.e., listening to transmissions). While these works have relied on simulation to evaluate performance, the methods presented below can be used for detailed performance evaluation.
It is important to note that this work is focused on neighborhood discovery in mobile ad hoc networks. There has been substantial work in energy efficient neighborhood discovery for static sensor networks (e.g., [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] ). Since the mobility has a significant impact on neighbor discovery, there is little overlap between neighbor discovery for MANETs and neighbor discovery for sensor networks.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. The next section develops the performance model of the neighbor discovery schemes [2, 3] . Then, subsequent sections explore the various performance metrics related to neighbor detection listed above. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in the last section.
Neighbor discovery performance model
The neighbor discovery performance model is composed of three parts, namely, the radio model, the neighbor detection model, and the mobility model. The radio model determines the probability that a Hello is received as a function of distance and network utilization. The neighbor detection model specifies a dynamic system that models the evolution of the neighbor discovery process. And the mobility model specifies how nodes move. These three models are developed in the following sections. In the last subsection, these three models are combined in order to compute the joint probability that a link is symmetric and the distance between the nodes is d.
Probability of packet error
It is a common practice in networking research to use the simple on/off radio model or disk model to determine when two nodes can communicate with each other. Although the simple nature of this model facilitates analysis of complicated systems, it is imprecise. This paper provides a convenient method to incorporate sophisticated radio models. The model specifies the probability of error in a packet transmission over a link as a function of the length of the link and the level of channel utilization in the network.
Although any mapping between distance and channel utilization to probability of error can be used, for purpose of validating the developed performance models, this work uses a radio model that matches the one provided by QualNet Simulator [20] . Specifically, the radio model uses a two-ray propagation model. Nodes implement IEEE 802.11a MAC and physical layer protocol [21] . Transmission is at 54 Mbps using a power of 16 dBm. Receiver sensitivity is set to À59 dBm. Antenna is omnidirectional with parameters: 0 dBi gain, 0.8 efficiency, 0.3 dB mismatch loss, 0 dB cable loss, 0.2 dB connection loss and 1.5 m height.
The probability of a bit error as a function of SNR BER(SNR) was obtained from QualNet and is shown in Fig. 1(a) . When there is no interference, the mapping between the link length and the probability of bit error can be obtained by using the mapping in Fig. 1(a) and the two-ray propagation model [22] 
( where K = (k/4p) 2 % 0.002 and d 0 = 226m. The probability of transmission error for a packet of L bits when channel utilization u is 0 (i.e., no interference) is p pkt.
L . The model of the probability of packet error when channel utilization is non-zero is more complex. In the protocols examined here, Hello messages are broadcasted and when a collision occurs, the message is not retransmitted. On the other hand, when CSMA-based protocols are used (as is they are in this paper), a node will only broadcast when the channel is estimated to be idle. Nonetheless, loss from collision can occur. The probability of loss depends on many factors and models of MAC protocols have been the focus of extensive research (e.g., [23] [24] [25] ). The details of MAC models are out of scope of this work. Instead, we simply model the probability of packet loss as function of the distance between the receiver and transmitter and as a function of the network utilization. In the sequel, we denote this function by p pkt.err (d, u). This two-dimensional function was developed through extensive QualNet simulations with the default MAC parameters and with a data rate of 54 Mbps. Some of the results of these simulations are shown in Fig. 1(b) .
Neighbor detection mechanisms
Proactive routing protocols rely on the neighbor detection mechanism (NDM) to learn about their local topology. In many protocols (e.g., OLSR, TBRPF, OSPF MANET and variants), nodes route only through symmetric links. It is up to the NDM to decide which of the links detected are considered symmetric links. NDMs often use Hello messages to probe links. Each node broadcasts a Hello message at every Hello interval T H . From the information perceived in this Hello messages, a node must classify the link. Roughly speaking, after receiving perhaps a sequence of Hello messages, the link is declared to be ''good,'' a node will mark the link as asymmetric and this fact will be included in the Hello messages it transmits. Moreover, if a Hello message is received over a link that is considered asymmetric and the Hello message indicates that the originator has marked the link as asymmetric or symmetric, then the link is marked as symmetric. The link remains symmetric until the link is deemed to be ''not good,'' or the Hello message received from the neighbor indicates that the link is no longer symmetric. The main difference between NDMs is the techniques used to determine that a link is ''good'' and ''not good. '' In this section, two neighbor detection mechanisms are described. The first method is event driven neighbor detection (ED) and is a generalization of the NDM used in OLSR and NHDP [10] . The second method is exponential moving average (EMA) neighbor detection mechanism (EMA), proposed in RFC 3626 [2] and NHDP [3] and is a thought to be a method to enhance the robustness of link sensing. For each NDM, a Markov chain model is used to model the state of a link. The Markov models will be applied in later sections to evaluate the performance of NDMs.
Event driven neighbor detection
In ED, a node considers a link to be asymmetric when it has received U consecutive Hello messages from its neighbor. Once a link is asymmetric, it will remain asymmetric or symmetric until D consecutive Hellos are missed, at which point the link is marked as down. Nodes also record the state of the link determined by the other node. This state information is included in Hello messages. If a node considers a link to be asymmetric and the node believes that the other node has also classified the link as asymmetric or symmetric, then the link is classified as symmetric. The link remains symmetric until the link is marked as down, or a Hello message is received indicating that other node has marked the link as down. The state of a link is then defined by {state A , state B , c A , c B , rx} where state {A,B} can be not-neighbor NN, asymmetric AS or symmetric S, c {A,B} is the counter of received Hellos, when the link is down, or the counter of missed Hellos, when the link is symmetric or asymmetric. rx indicates which node, A or B, will receive the next Hello.
A change of state is triggered every time one of the two nodes transmits a Hello message. The initial state is {state A = NN, state B = NN, c A = 0,c B = 0,rx = A}, which indicates that both nodes consider each other not-neighbor, and the counter (in this case for received Hellos) is 0 for each of them. Without loss of generality, the first node to receive a Hello packet is node A. When a node sends a Hello message, its current state variables remain unchanged, e.g., after one iteration of the Markov Chain, state B = NN and c B = 0 as node B sends the first Hello.
To simplify the process of building the Markov transition matrix, the state vector is organized such that states corresponding to node A receiving the Hello packet are stored in the first n EDND states =2 elements of the state vector. The states where rx = B are stored in the remaining half. By doing so, the Markov transition matrix is of the form
where M A is the sub-matrix corresponding to the transitions when node A is receiving, i.e., transitions from {state A = sa 0 , state B = xx, c A = ka 0 , c B = yy, rx = A} to {state A = sa 1 , stastate A = sa 1 , state B = xx, c A = ka 1 , c B = yy, rx = B}. 1 M B is the sub-matrix corresponding to the transitions when node B is receiving. Fig. 2 shows the state transitions for one node. The probability that a Hello message is successfully received is p pkt.err (d, u), where d is the distance between the two nodes and U is the channel utilization level. Note that a node can only mark a link as symmetric if it is listed as a neighbor in the Hello packet of the node at the other end of the link. This can only happen when the other node is in state asymmetric or symmetric.
Exponential moving average neighbor detection
The exponential moving average neighbor detection (EMA) is proposed in the OLSR RFC 3626 [2] and NHDP [3] as a method to increase robustness of the link sensing mechanism, when there is no information about the quality of links from lower layer protocols. Nodes implementing EMA maintain a link quality metric lq. If lq is larger than a user defined threshold h th , the link is classified as asymmetric or symmetric (depending on the information in the hello packet). Later, when the lq becomes smaller than another user defined threshold l th , the link is considered down. The link quality metric is updated every Hello interval via with parameter w 2 (0, 1). Like the ED NDM, if a link is asymmetric and the node believes that the other node have marked the link as asymmetric or symmetric, then the link is marked as symmetric, and the link remains symmetric until it is marked as down or a hello is received indicating that the other node has marked the link as down.
It can then be inferred that the maximum number of missed Hellos when the link is asymmetric or symmetric is
where Øxø is the closest integer larger or equal to x. Thus, it must hold that D P MH for the EMA to work as intended.
To model EMA with a Markov chain the link quality metric is discretized. Also the number of missed Hellos are included as a state variable to differentiate the quality of states of a symmetric link, i.e., if the number of missed Hellos is large, it is likely that the node has gone out of range and the link is close to be considered lost. lq and n lq is the number of bins in the discretization of the link quality metric. When lq is updated, the left and right limits of the current range are updated using (1) . The resulting range may span multiple quantization bins, e.g., if the new range spans 30% of bin j, the complete bin j + 1 and 40% of bin j + 2, the transition probability should be split accordingly among these bins. That is, if the transition probability is p, then p i,j = 0.3p/1.7, p i,j+1 = p/1.7 and p i,j+2 = 0.4p/1.7.
Trajectory model Model
The Markov transition matrix of the NDM mechanism is parameterized by the probability that a node receives a Hello packet. As described in the section ''Probability of packet error'', the probability of an error in a packet transmission is a function of the distance and channel utilization. When nodes move, the probability of error changes. In this section, a model of the relative trajectory of the two nodes in a link is presented. Fig. 4(a) shows a sample relative trajectory between two nodes, A and B. Node A is selected as reference node and all motion is relative to A. Around node A, a circle of radius d max is constructed. The radius d max is set so that p pkt.err (d max ) % 1. The model assumes that nodes continue their trajectories while they interact with each other, that is, we neglect direction changes when nodes are neighbors. The relative speed of node B is then
where s A and s B are the absolute speed of the nodes and h is the angle between the absolute directions. The secant that B traverses has length l = 2d max cos(/), where / is the angle between the radial segment passing through the point of entry of B to the trajectory and the relative direction. the distance node B has traveled along the trajectory from the point where it entered the disc of radius d max around node A, the distance between nodes A and B is
We seek to determine the probability density that node B is on trajectory (h, /), given that the node is somewhere within d max from A. This probability density is
where N(h, /)D/Dh is a first order approximation of the number of nodes along trajectory (a, b) where / 6 a < / + D/ and h 6 b < h + Dh and NA is the number of nodes within d max of node A, i.e., NA ¼ qpd 2 max , where q is the density of nodes and is given by N/A, where N is the number of nodes in the network and A is the area covered by the network. 
where rate(h, /)D/Dh is the first order approximation of the rate at which nodes enter the region / 6 a < / + D/ and h 6 b < h + Dh and duration(h, /)is the duration that nodes remain in this region. After some trigonometry, we find that the later is given by
The former is given by
where Area(/, h)D/ is the area occupied by nodes that entered the region / 6 a < / + D/ in the last second, as shown by the shaded area in Fig. 4(b) . Density(h, /)is the node density of nodes moving in direction h. By applying geometry, it can be found that
Also, since nodes have directions uniformly distributed between (0, 2p), h is also uniformly distributed between (0, 2p). Thus,
From Eqs. (4)- (9),
Trajectory model validation
The trajectory model is validated for two different mobility models, namely nodes moving on a torus in fixed, but random, directions and random waypoint mobility [26] . The torus is constructed from a rectangle by gluing each pair of opposite edges together. Analytical and simulation values of duration and rate for different (h, /) are shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b), respectively. In the torus case the assumption of nodes maintaining the trajectory and not changing direction while they interact is correct, as is the assumption of nodes and directions uniformly distributed. However, in random waypoint, nodes may change directions while interacting with other nodes. Also, as mentioned above, the node density is not uniform. Fig. 5 (c) and (d) show how random waypoint compares to analytical results of duration and rate, respectively. As the network becomes larger, nodes tend to change direction less frequently and consequently, the model of rate and duration approximate those of the analytical results. However, even when the network is very large, the function is still different from the analytical case. This comes as a consequence of nodes being not uniformly distributed when the random waypoint model is employed.
Probability that a link is symmetric
As nodes move closer together, the probability that Hello messages are successfully received increases, thus increasing also the probability that the link is classified as symmetric. Note that the probability that a link is classified as symmetric not only depends on the current link loss probability, but also on the past loss probability. More specifically, the probability that a link is symmetric depends on the trajectory of the link loss probability, which in turn depends on the trajectory of the distance between the nodes. Thus, to compute the probability that a link is symmetric, we must consider how the Markov model of neighbor discovery evolves along the trajectory of the distance between nodes. Recall that (3) defines d / (x) to be the distance between nodes given that node B has moved x along the trajectory (h, /). Given a radio model as described in the section ''Probability of packet error'', the loss probability is denoted p pkt.err (d / (x), u), where u is the channel utilization. In order to determine the probability that the link is symmetric, we need the loss probability at the instances when Hello messages are transmitted. Let x o be the distance the node has moved along the trajectory (h, /) when the first Hello is transmitted by node A. Then, this first Hello experiences loss probability p pkt.err (d h,/ (x o ), u). Note that x o is uniformly distributed between 0 and sT H , where T H is the time between Hellos and s is the relative node speed given by (2) . The next Hello is transmitted by node B and occurs after moving a distance y o , where 0 < y o < sT H . The loss probability experienced by this Hello is p pkt.err (d h,/ (x o + y o ), u). Since the node moves a distance sT H during each Hello period, the sequence of loss probabilities, indexed by j, is P /;xo;y o ;s ðjÞ ¼
Note that P /;xo;y o ;s ðjÞ is valid for j < 0. Of course, for some j, the distance between the nodes will exceed d max and hence P /;xo;s;s ðjÞ % 0: Now we employ the Markov chain model developed in the section ''Neighbor detection mechanisms'' along this trajectory of loss probabilities. Let M(p pkt.err ) be the state transition matrix given in the section ''Neighbor detection mechanisms'' and let Q A be the vector of zeros and ones where Q A i ¼ 1 if state i is such that node A has marked the link as symmetric. Then, the probability that node A has marked the link as symmetric after the kth Hello is transmitted is Pðsymjk; /; x o ; y o ; sÞ ¼ e T 1 Q k j¼À2 MðP /;xo;s;s ðjÞÞ Q A , where e 1 is the vector of zeros expect for the first element, which is one.
Given x o , y o , s there is a one-to-one relationship between k and x. Thus, it is straightforward to compute Pðsymjx; /; x o ; y o ; sÞ. Given x o , y o , s there is a one-to-one relationship between k and x. Thus, it is straightforward to compute Pðsymjx; /; x o ; y o ; sÞ. Fig. 6 shows a sample of Pðsymjx; /; x o ; y o ; sÞ. Initially, the probability that the link is symmetric is very small. As the probability of transmission increases, the probability of being symmetric increases. Eventually, the probability of being symmetric is approximately one. Later, the nodes move apart, and the probability of being symmetric falls to zero.
Transforming Pðsymjk; /; x o ; y o ; sÞ to the joint probability of being symmetric and the current distance between the nodes is accomplished via change of variables: Utilizing the p(h, /) from (10) and integrating the above yields the p(sym, d). The computational complexity of this integral is reduced by considering only two values of (x o , y o ), namely ; sT H 2 À Á . Note that in the first case, node A transmits first and transmits T H /3 s after node B has entered the circle of radius d max . While in the second case, node B transmits first and, again, transmits T H /3 s after it has entered the circle of radius d max . The motivation for this is that E(min(t 1 , t 2 )) = T H /3 where t 1 is the first time that node A transmits a Hello and t 2 is the first time that node B transmits a Hello. In both cases, y = sT H /2, which is the expected value. With this approximation, we have pðsym; dÞ % 1 2
Average number of symmetric links
With the model of the probability that a link is symmetric (13), a wide range of neighbor discovery performance metrics can be evaluated, yielding insight into the neighbor discovery process. Evaluating these metrics also provides a chance to validate the model (13) . We begin by examining the average number of symmetric links, which we denote by EDegree. This value can be determined by evaluating
where NA is the total number of nodes in the disc with radius d max and is given in the section ''Probability that a link is symmetric''. Fig. 7(a) shows EDegree (solid curves) and the average number of symmetric links as observed from QualNet simulations (dashed curves). These quantities are shown as a function of the node speed; here random waypoint mobility is used and the node speed is constant for each scenario. The values derived from QualNet simulations are shown in Fig. 7 (a) and throughout the rest of the paper were found by averaging over enough simulation trials so that the confidence interval is less than 1%. Fig. 7(a) shows the EDegree for the number of nodes ranging from N = 57 to N = 91, while the nodes were constrained to be within a 1125m · 1125m region. 802.11g's 54 Mbps bit-rate was used. Note that with this bit-rate, the packet loss probability switches from zero to one when the distance between nodes is around 230m. Thus 1125m is approximately 4 transmission ranges. Fig. 7(a) shows EDegree for both the ED and EMA method and for various intensities of background traffic. For validation in QualNet, the background traffic was generated by nodes delivering packets to the MAC at Poisson distributed times. The average data rates for each node in Fig. 7(a) is either 0, 5 KBytes/s, or 13 KBytes/s.
As can be observed, EDegree provides an excellent approximation of the average number of symmetric links for a wide range of network scenarios, neighbor detection schemes, and parameters. Also, by comparing the behaviors with N = 73, we see that different neighbor detection schemes yield significantly different estimates of the number of symmetric links. For example, in the ED U = 1, D = 3 case, the number of symmetric links increases with node speed, whereas for U = 4, D = 3, the number of symmetric links decrease with speed. To understand this behavior, consider that U causes a delay in detecting symmetric links and D causes a delay in detecting non-symmetric links. Roughly, the number of symmetric links is the number of nodes in communication range, minus the number of nodes that entered communication range within the past UT H seconds, plus the number of nodes that were in communication range in the past DT H seconds. Both, the number of nodes that entered the communication range in the past UT H seconds and the number of nodes that exited the communication range in the past DT H seconds increase with speed. Based on this intuitive model, if U = D, then the number of symmetric links is approximately constant with speed. However, if U > D, then the number of symmetric links decrease with speed, and if D > U, the number of symmetric links increase with speed (but will eventually decrease once the speed is such that links do not get a chance to become symmetric). Note that the impact of speed is significant; the number of symmetric links at zero speed and the number of symmetric links at 20 m/s differ by about 20%. Hence, previous models that did not consider the impact of neighbor detection should have significant error at various speeds. On the other hand, even at speed zero, not all neighbor detection schemes result in the same number of symmetric links. To better understand the performance of simple models of neighbor discovery, Fig. 7(b) shows the simple, but commonly used model, qpd 2 o where d o is the ''communication range.'' Here we set the communication range such that p pkt.suc (d o ) = 0.5. As can be observed, this simple model results in significant error, with the maximum relative error around 5%. Fig. 7 (a) also shows that, as expected, the number of symmetric links decreases with congestion. Fig. 7(a) shows that the congestion tends to decrease the impact of speed (i.e., the curves are flatter when congesting is increased). This behavior is unique to ED U = 1, D = 3.
Neighbor estimation errors Fig. 7(a) shows that different neighbor detection schemes result in significantly different estimates of the sets of symmetric links. Clearly some schemes must incorrectly estimate which links are symmetric. While there are many ways to measure estimation errors, here we explore the estimation errors by considering Type I and Type II errors. We measure Type I and Type II errors via
To understand these metrics, we consider the results of a broadcast. Then, NA Â R dmax 0 pðsym; dÞp pkt:suc ðdÞdd is the expect number of symmetric neighbors that receive the broadcast, while NA Â R dmax 0 pðsym; dÞdd is the number of symmetric neighbors. Hence, P(Type I) is the fraction of symmetric neighbors that do not receive the broadcast, which measures the fraction of symmetric neighbors that are not reachable. On the other hand, letting p(d) be the probability that the distance to the neighbor is d, given that the distance to the neighbor is no more than d max , then NA Â R dmax 0 p pkt:suc ðdÞpðdÞdd is number of neighbors, symmetric or non-symmetric, that receive the broadcast. Hence, NA Â R dmax 0 p pkt:suc ðdÞpðdÞdd measures of the number of actual neighbors. Thus, P(Type II) measures the fraction of the actual neighbors that are not symmetric. Fig. 8 shows Type I and Type II for different neighbor detection schemes, where the legend is shown in Fig. 7 . Ideally, P(Type I) and P(Type II) are small. Notice that no scheme achieves the smallest P(Type I) and P(Type II), rather, EMA results in the smallest P(Type I) error while ED with U = 1, D = 3 achieves the smallest P(Type II). Moreover the order changes, for different node speeds. Nonetheless, ED with U = 1, D = 3 performs well in terms of both Type I and Type II errors.
Methods for applying neighbor discovery model

OLSR performance evaluation under random waypoint mobility
Packet level simulations are computationally intensive and scale poorly with the number of nodes in the simulation. However, since the performance of OLSR depends on the behavior of neighbor discovery and since no models of neighbor discovery have been available, packet level simulation has been the only available method to accurately estimate the performance of OLSR. However, the methods described above can be used to generate realizations of which pairs of nodes are neighbors. Once the neighbors are determined, then the performance of flooding, MPR selection, and packet forwarding can be determined with Monte Carlo methods using platforms such as Matlab and Python. We have found that this approach is significantly faster than packet simulations [27] . The key to this approach is the generation of adjacency matrices, which describes each node's neighbors, as estimated by the neighbor discovery protocol. These matrices can be computed as follows. Nodes are distributed in the simulated region according to the stationary distribution (e.g., [26] ). Moreover, the direction of motion of each node is determined (also, given in Navidi and Camp [26] ). Then, the relative velocity and position of node pairs are easily computed, from which the trajectory parameters (s, /) are found, along with x, the distance covered along a trajectory. The probability distribution of the state of the two neighbor discovery protocols (one in each node) is given by The adjacency matrix, Adj, is defined so that Adj A,B = 1 implies that node A believes it has a symmetric link with node B. We construct Adj as follows. For each pair of nodes, one node is randomly selected to be node A. Then we set Adj A,B = 1 if p A > u 1 where u 1 is a uniform random number in (0, 1) and p A is the probability that node A declares the link as symmetric. Note that p A can be computed by summing over the relevant elements of S.
It is possible that two nodes have inconsistent estimates of their neighbor relationship. However, the event that node A believes that it has a symmetric link with node B is a neighbor is correlated with the event that node B believes it has a symmetric link node A. That is, the value of Adj B,A is correlated with Adj A,B . Let Q B and Q AB be two vectors that are the same size as S. Then, set Q Applying neighbor discovery models to other mobility and physical layer scenarios
The analysis in the sections ''Trajectory model'' and ''Probability that a link is symmetric'' makes use of the random waypoint mobility model. Specifically, the section ''Trajectory model'' assumes that for each pairs of nodes, their relative trajectories are restricted to straight lines. As discussed in the section ''Trajectory model validation'', this assumption is precisely true on the torus mobility model and approxi- mately true for random waypoint. However, it is not true for models such as Brownian motion-based mobility models [28] . In such cases, the analysis of the sections ''Trajectory model'' and ''Probability that a link is symmetric'' would need to be repeated for the specific mobility model. Alternatively, the neighbor detection protocol state transition probability matrix described in the section ''Neighbor detection mechanisms'' can be used with mobility traces. Specifically, given the trajectories of two nodes, the trajectory of the probability of transmission error between the nodes can be determined. Then, the transition probability matrix described in the section ''Neighbor detection mechanisms'' can be used to determine the distribution of the state of the neighbor detection protocol. From this distribution, a realization of the neighbor relationships can be found as described in the section ''OLSR performance evaluation under random waypoint mobility''. The benefit of this approach is that packet simulation is not required to determine the performance of OLSR. The analysis above focused on 802.11g radios as modeled by QualNet. However, the analysis can easily be extended to other radio models by using a different model of the probability of transmission success, p pkt.err (d, u). While p pkt.err (d, u) assumes that the probability of transmission error depends on the distance between nodes and the network utilization, more complicate models, such as those that model the impact of Doppler, can also be accommodated. For example, (11) gives the probability of transmission error as nodes move along a trajectory. At each point along this trajectory, the relative speed between the nodes can be determined. Given the relative speed, the impact of Doppler can be computed and utilized in computing the probability of transmission error.
Connectivity model
There has been extensive research in modeling connectivity in MANETs [29] [30] [31] [32] . Most of this research uses node degree (directly or indirectly) as the key parameter to determine connectivity in a network. Moreover, many studies find a critical ''communication range'' to maintain connectivity in a network, as a function of node density, number of nodes in the network, and/or network size. As it has been shown in the previous sections, this model is inaccurate, as the degree is a function of speed, radio model, channel utilization and the neighbor discovery mechanism in use. However, using method 2 described in the previous section, the results obtained with on/off radio models can be utilized.
In this work, we measure connectivity by the probability that there is no path between two randomly selected nodes A and B. This probability is denoted p(NP) and is determined by the number of nodes in each of the connected components in the network. There is a path between a pair of nodes (A, B), if and only if they belong to the same connected component. Let n the number of connected components, N the total number of nodes and N i the number of nodes in component i, i 2 {1, . . . , n}. Then,
NðN À 1Þ :
Exhaustive Monte Carlo simulations were run to determine P(NP) over the two parameter space (N, D). Fig. 9(a) shows the probability of no path as a function of the node degree. To estimate P(NP) when neighbor discovery is employed, we plug the ''good degree'' into the model shown in Fig. 9 (a) and get P(NP), where good degree is NA Â R dmax 0 pðsym; dÞp pkt:suc ðdÞdd, and measures the number of symmetric nodes that are reached by a broadcast (note that good degree is closely related to the Type I error (14) ). Fig. 9 (b) shows P(NP) for a range of neighbor detection methods and network scenarios (the legend for Fig. 9(b) is shown in Fig. 7) . Fig. 9 (b) also shows the observed P(NP) given from QualNet simulations. In order to estimate P(NP) from simulations, we periodically flooded a message from each node. This message was only permitted to be forwarded when the message was received over a symmetric link, and each node only transmitted the message once. Moreover, we ensured that this flooding was not impacted by interference from the flooding (but was impacted by interference from background traffic, if present). In most cases, the modeled P(NP) agrees with the P(NP) derived from simulations. One exception is ED U = 4, D = 3 case. However, the model correctly predicts when P(NP) is small and when it tends to become large. Fig. 9 (a) also shows that ED U = 1, D = 3 provides the best connectivity. This result is understandable given the small Type II of this scheme, as most nodes that could be symmetric neighbors are counted as symmetric neighbors, and hence connectivity is maintained. Fig. 9 (c) shows connectivity estimates when we used the simple model of degree, qpd 2 o . As can be observed, this model results in significant errors. For example, in the case of N = 57 and ED U = 1, D = 3, the simple model predicts that around 20% of the node pairs are not reachable, while the QualNet simulations show that around 6-8% of the nodes pairs cannot communicate. As can be observed, the model closely matches results derived from simulation.
Link flap
Intuitively, one thinks that in a static network, nodes have a static set of neighbors. This leads one to believe that these neighbors can be precisely identified. However, because packet transmission success is random, links that were symmetric can experience a sufficient number of losses to cause the link to become non-symmetric, only to become symmetric again once enough hellos have been received. Hence, in practice, the set of symmetric neighbors might never converge to a stable set of neighbors, rather links flap between being symmetric and non-symmetric.
We measure link flap by considering the rate that links go from non-symmetric to symmetric, i.e., the link formation rate (LFR). Note that LFR is both a function of link flap and mobility, which causes links to form as nodes move. The LFR can be computed in nearly the same way that EDegree was computed in the section ''Average number of symmetric links''. The difference is that here we seek to compute the probability that a link is in the ''just symmetric state,'' that is, the link was non-symmetric, but since the last hello message arrived, the link has become symmetric. Thus, the link formation rate (LFR) is
To see this, note that NA Â R dmax 0 pðjust sym; dÞdd is the average number of links that become symmetric each Hello interval, which has length T H . We can compute p(just sym, d) with nearly the same equation as (12) , except that where V is the vector that of elements that take values 0 and 1 where V i = 1 if state i is such that if a hello is received, then the link transitions from a non-symmetric state to a symmetric state.
In the static case, there is no need to consider the trajectory of nodes. Instead, we compute the link flap rate when the distance to a neighbor is r and multiply by the probability that there exist a node r away. Specifically, Fig . 10 shows the link flap rate for different neighbor detection schemes. Note that even when the speed is zero, the LFR is positive. Note that ED U = 4, D = 3 has the smallest LFR. Since this scheme is quite conservative in forming links, one expects that once a link is formed with this scheme, it remains a symmetric link. On the other hand, the ED U = 4, D = 3 case performs poorly with respect to other metrics. Hence, we see that neither the ED method nor the EMA method achieves low Type I and Type II error as well as low link flap rate.
Conclusions
Neighbor discovery is a key part of proactive routing in MANETs. The information gathered from the neighbor discovery process is distributed throughout the network and used to form routes. However, many performance models employ simple models of the number of neighbors and neglect the dynamics of neighbor discovery. This paper develops a detailed performance model neighbor discovery for two neighbor discovery schemes specified in the OLSR RFC 3626 and NHDP IETF draft. With this performance model, a range of behaviors are explored, including the average number of symmetric links, Type I and Type II errors in the neighbor detection process, and the impact neighbor discovery has on connectivity and link flap. In all cases, we found that the dynamics of neighbor discovery play an important role.
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